Fine permanent make up

B. Baranska, Founder
“Perfection is possible”

WHO WE ARE
Purebeau USA is the leader in micro pigmentation
industry for professionals throughout the United States.
Like our parent company, the Germany-based
Purebeau-Pro, we are dedicated to supplying our clients
with innovative, technologically advanced, and forwardthinking products that benefit both businesses and their
clients.
We are passionate about the permanent makeup
industry, which improves the lives and appearances of
countless men and women with maximum safety and
minimal discomfort.
Permanent makeup is among the beauty industry’s
fastest growing areas, and we look forward to
expanding our services throughout the U.S. market.
At Purebeau USA, we offer an extensive selection of
top quality, precision micro pigmentation equipment,
training, and client services. We provide rigorous
training for those who are new in the industry and
advanced programs for those who want to improve
and enhance their ability to use our products safely
and effectively.
Purebeau USA products and training programs are
unsurpassed in the industry, and we take pride in
staying ahead of the technological curve. Keeping our
clients satisfied requires paying special attention to the
permanent makeup market’s newest advances and
trends.

From our vast color selection, suited to every skin tone,
to our numerous accessories that allow customization
of the process to suit each client, we strive to maintain
one of the most respected and cutting-edge brands
in the permanent makeup industry.

OUR MISSION
Purebeau USA’s mission is to educate professionals
within the permanent makeup industry, and to supply
them with superior products that enable the safest
and most effective application of permanent makeup.

WHY CHOOSE PUREBEAU
Whether you are a permanent makeup artist looking
for superior equipment, or a potential client interested
in achieving a more youthful appearance, Purebeau USA
offers the highest standard of permanent makeup.
We are passionate about both micropigmentation
and our can help you or your individual clients. Our
standards for quality, safety and functionality are
unmatched. We aim to not only meet, but exceed
the expectations of our clients.
Purebeau USA’s services and equipment are available
for all fields of cosmetology and aesthetic medicine.
We warmly welcome professionals of all related areas
to explore our products, services and training programs.
Please contact us if you have any questions about how
we business. We look forward to working with you.

TRS TURBO
Digitally controlled panel can be selected
to perfectly suit each application, not only
for permanent make-up, but also for medical procedures. Needle consistence
provides optimal results in less time with
minimal discomfort to your client and
trauma to the skin.

Ergonomic and light, vibration free hand
piece assures super quite and precise
operation. Smooth adjustment of needle
length operating.
Speed 50-180 insertions per second.
15 needle configurations available.

Included needling pen allows you to do following procedures:
EYEBROWS: hair strokes, 3D, ombre, powder.
LIPS: lip liner, full lip, color, ombre lips, 3D lip.
EYES: smoke eyes, eyeliner, eyelash enhancement.
MEDICAL PIGMENTATION: areola pigmentation, scar camouflage, vitiligo, alopecia,
scar pigmentation.
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CIRCLE PRO
Modern aluminum casting with new
elegant design and latest technology allow
for effortless performance of cosmetic
and medical procedures. Ergonomic, light,
vibration free hand pieces assures super
quite and precise operation with minimal
discomfort and trauma to the skin.

eliminates risk of cross contamination.
Consistent quality and excellent results
in less time, reduced touch-ups.
Custom colors available: gold, pink.
Additional options:
engraving & Swarovski crystal.

Smooth needle length adjustment and click Needle operating speed 50-180 punctures
in system enables fast assembly. Flow back per second. 15 needle, 9 needle cartridge
protection system for needles / cartridges
configurations available.
Included needling pen allows you to do following procedures:
EYEBROWS: hair strokes, 3D, ombre, powder.
LIPS: lip liner, full lip, color, ombre lips, 3D lip.
EYES: smoke eyes, eyeliner, eyelash enhancement.
MEDICAL PIGMENTATION: areola pigmentation, scar camouflage, vitiligo, alopecia,
scar pigmentation.
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ELITE
A portable permanent make-up device, perfect
for technicians working in variety of setting.
Ideal for those who travel to perform treatments at various salon or office locations.

results in less time, reduces touch-ups.
Hand pieces available for needle or cartridge.
Needle sped operation 50-180 insertions per
second.

Aluminum light weight, easy to operate display
panel, high precision and powerful hand piece
allows application for micro-pigmentation
and medical procedures.
Flow back protection system eliminates
risk of cross contamination. Click in
system enables fast assembly, smooth
adjustment of needle length,
consistent quality and excellent

Included needling pen allows you to do following procedures:
EYEBROWS: hair strokes, 3D, ombre, powder.
LIPS: lip liner, full lip, color, ombre lips, 3D lip.
EYES: smoke eyes, eyeliner, eyelash enhancement.
MEDICAL PIGMENTATION: areola pigmentation, scar camouflage, vitiligo, alopecia,
scar pigmentation.
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MAGIC LINER
Incredibly popular device to get your career started
in the permanent make-up field. Control unit build
with aluminum casting and operated via easy to read
display panel.
Ergonomic, light, vibration free hand pieces assures
super quiet and precise operation.
15 needle configuration available.
Needle operating speed 50-130 punctures per sec.

This great entry level device is very efficient in variety of permanent makeup procedures.
EYEBROWS: hair strokes, 3D, ombre, powder.
LIPS: lip liner, full lip, color, ombre lips, 3D lip.
EYES: smoke eyes, eyeliner, eyelash enhancement.
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non surgical lift technology
Fibroblast treatment is a non-surgical lift
procedure giving the same results as traditional
surgery. It is safe and bloodless, without the
need for anesthesia. This innovative technique
will not cause overlifting, affecting only the
excess skin.

Further points are applied creating a
symmetrical grid over the treatment area.
Effects are noticeable right away. Full results
become visible after 2-4 weeks. Patient can
resume regular activities right away with
minimal discomfort.

During the procedure tiny plasma flash
also referred as an electrical arc is being
discharged from the tip of the Fibroblast
handpiece. The tool itself never touches the
skin however plasma flash creates a tiny dot
upon the contact. There is no cuts, no blood.
This innovative technology uses sublimation
process, turning solid directly to gas to tighten
skin tissue. Targeted tissue sublimate, causing
no damage to surrounding areas or deeper skin
layers.

Numbing cream is used to minimize discomfort
during procedure. Side effects are minimal
and complications rare. Carbon crusts, a tiny
superficial dots which form directly on the skin
are part of normal healing process. Correctly
treated with after-cream will cause no threat
and fall off 5-7 days after treatment.

Some of the most popular treatments include:
eyelid lifting/tightening, wrinkle reduction, neck tightening, reduction of the upper lip
wrinkles, stretch marks and scars.
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FIBROBLAST HAND PIECE
Compatible with Elite, TRS,
Circle Pro

ELITE
needle

TRS

NEDDLE HAND PIECE

ELITE
cartridge

HANDPIECES

FIBROBLAST

CARTRIDGE HAND PIECE

Operating needle speed 50-180Hz Operating needle speed 50-180Hz
Compatible with TRS, Circle Pro,
Compatible with Elite, TRS,
Mobile 01
Circle Pro

FRS

LASER

NEEDLE HAND PIECE
LASER Hand pieces with biostimulative laser,
Operating needle speed 50-180Hz Operating needle speed 50-130Hz minimizes a possible occurrence of blisters and
Compatible with Magic Liner
accelerates healing process.
Compatible with Elite
Compatible with Mobile 01, TRS, Circle Pro
NEEDLE HAND PIECE
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HANDPIECES HYGIENE SYSTEM
Sterile disposable

Sterilizable

Drive unit

needle jet

FBPS

Sterilisation to 150° C
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Purebeau needles are made from surgical
steel and laser-finished to provide maximum
precision and minimal skin discomfort,
resulting in consistent micro pigmentation
procedures and long-lasting results.

safety. Return protection sleeve prevents
pigment and airborne contaminants from
entering the hand piece.
Purebeau protection system meets all
international safety requirements.

Revolutionary Back Flow Protection System
guarantees the highest standards of hygiene

Needles are disposable and sealed
in individual sterile packages.

NEEDLES
All needles are compatible with TRS, Circle Pro, Elite, Magic Liner devices.
Wide range of permanent makeup procedures can be accomplished:
EYEBROWS: hair strokes, 3D, ombre, powder, lips, lip liner, full lip, color, ombre lips, 3D lip
EYES: smoke eyes, eyeliner, eyelash enhancement
MEDICAL PIGMENTATION: areola pigmentation, scar camouflage, vitiligo, alopecia, scar pigmentation.
FIBROBLAST NEEDLE IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH FIBROBLAST SPECIFIC HANDPIECES.
Purebeau needles are laser finished for maximum precision and minimum skin discomfort.

1 nano

1 fine

1 regular

3 outline nano

3 prong

3 outline

3 flat

3 microblade

5 prong

5 outline

5 flat

5 microblade

7 prong

7 flat

9 prong

Fibroblast

* Each individual needle requires specific needle tip.
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CARTRIDGES
Purebeau’s integrated needle system with
protection sleeve guarantees the highest
standards of hygiene safety.
The return protection sleeve prevents
airborne contaminants and pigments
from entering the hand piece.

exceptionally fine and sharp, for smooth
entry and minimal discomfort.
The precise placement allows for consistent
and long-lasting results.
The cartridge needles are available in 9
different configurations.

This revolutionary Back Flow Protection
System meets all international requirements.
Disposable cartridges are held in individually
sealed and sterile packages.
Purebeau needles were developed using
principles applied to design of the finest
acupuncture needles. The needle’s shape
is designed to minimize skin irritation and
to provide the highest possible precision
for placing pigment in the skin;
#20 Microneedling cartridge

PUREBEAU EXCLUSIVE #20 CARTRIDGE
Elite cartridge hand pen dual action micronedling/scalp pigmentation.
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Cartridge #3 point

CARTRIDGES TYPES
1 point

1 fine line

2

3 point

3 flat

5 prong

7 prong

7/3 point

20 microneedling/scalp
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MICRONEEDLING
The newest concept for Purebeau hand piece,
transforms our device into a versatile tool.
It can be used for skin rejuvenation
or as medical device.
Micro needling technology allows for nonsurgical, non-invasive comprehensive skin
regeneration treatments of various conditions;
An ideal solution to treat scaring, stretch
marks or signs of aging such as wrinkles,
hyperpigmentation and age spots.

underlying layers of the dermis to stimulate
production of collagen and elastin.
Purebeau digital device with precision hand
piece guaranties equal depth and needle
guidance, optimal results without risk of skin
trauma and minimal discomfort.

Cartridge equipped with 20 ultra-thin needles
creates invisible micro perforations of the
epidermis to stimulate skin receptors and activate
natural repair mechanisms (Tissue Activation
Therapy.)
The treatment involves placing active substances
to permeate through the epidermis and

MICROBLADING STARTER SET
Microblading it's a manual method done using
a very fine blade to deposit pigment into the
dermis. This method is ideal for anyone wanting
to enhance the look of their eyebrows.
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The results are natural looking, hair-like strokes.
Purebeau offers microblaiding needles in four different sizes #7, #12, #15, #12 Round micro blade
sets.

Basic Training Course
The training course to become a Certified PureBeau
Permanent Cosmetics Specialist is very intensive and
limited to a maximum of 6 participants per class.
By restricting the class size, we can guarantee
personalized attention and the highest quality
of instruction.
We provide beginner to advanced level training. Our
professional trainers possess experience in permanent
make up, medical pigmentation, and business
administration to ensure the highest educational
standard for Purebeau US Academy’s students.
American culture places considerable value on beauty
and youth. The field of cosmetology and makeup has
been expanding rapidly and offers a variety of career
opportunities. The demand for professional micro
pigmentation specialized services range from beauty
salons and spas to plastic surgeons and dermatologist
offices. If you are considering becoming a micro
pigmentation professional, there is no better time
to embark on this exciting and rewarding career.
At PureBeau Academy, we offer comprehensive micro
pigmentation training programs. Our method will
provide you with a solid foundation in permanent
cosmetics application and skills necessary to develop
a successful career.

The academic content in our curriculum has been
carefully planned and is regularly updated with most
up-to-date techniques and resources.
We create permanent cosmetic professionals with
superior technical skills and ethical standards to
guarantee a great start to their new career.
Advanced Course is a refresher course for practicing
professionals, which provides skill building training
on the latest techniques and technology. We also offer
seminars for trainers and professionals in paramedical
pigmentation. The advanced courses are tailored to
participants’ practical experience and level of interest
in current industry trends and standards.
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PIGMENTS
Purebeau pigments are certified
as non-allergenic, bio-compatible,
sterile and earned Dermatest Institute’s
“excellent” rating.
The supreme quality ingredients comply
with all aspects of international safety
standards. The use of the most current
technology results in outstanding,
highly-concentrated Purebeau
pigment line.

Pump bottle 10ml
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Drop bottle 10ml

Made with FDA approved colorants to
ensure long-term color stability and long
lasting color intensity. Our pigments are
widely used in cosmetic and medical
industries; Made in Germany at the ISO
9001 Certified Laboratories.

HiCon Pigments
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We got all you need to start your
PERMANENT MAKEUP CAREER!
Visit PUREBEAU ONLINE STORE today to see our state of the
art permanent makeup devices, accessories and essential items
no cosmetic studio should be without.

Fibroblast After Care Balm

Eyebrow ruler
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Purebeau Needles & Tips

Golden Mean Calipers

#1 transparent sanitary face mask

Revolutionary non surgical lift technology

•
•
•
•
•
•

no anesthesia required
no cuts
no stitches
minimal risk and side effects
quick & easy procedure
return to work the same day

•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO9001 certified, tested for safety
anti-fog feature
antibacterial coating
washable and reusable
will last up to 3 months
allergen free, made out of surgical
materials

Fine permanent make up

30 East 60th Street, Suite #2303
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 347.248.2483
info@purebeau-us.com
www.purebeau-us.com
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